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What is IoT

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the ever-growing network of 
physical objects that feature an IP address for internet connectivity, and 
the communication that occurs between these objects and other 
Internet-enabled devices and systems

Source: Webopedia



IoT, if you think about it; it’s been around

Source: Dr. Mazlan Abbas



What are IoT devices?
• Desktop, Laptop Computers

• Smartphones and tablets

• Automobiles

• SmartHome products

• Thermostats

• Sensors

• Appliances

• Speakers

• Energy management systems

• Industrial controls
• PLC’s, SCADA, etc

• Wearbles
• Body Camera

• Watches

• Fitness



How do I plan for IoT?

The initialization of an IoT acceptance plan is to understand your device 
requirements from industrial to the human interaction population to 
include wearables.

• Water and Waste Water treatment integration via Mod-Bus to sensor

• Student Housing wireless, wearables and access control

• Energy management and HVAC control system



Leveraging current infrastructure for IoT

• Identifying current and CIP opportunity for IoT extension
• In most cases, leveraging current investments (CIP) especially within revenue 

generating infrastructure projects can assist in financing your ioT plans for 
future Smart City build-outs

• Smart City build-out will drive efficiency and community outreach
• Planning to provide Community outreach programs such as free public WiFi

during your IoT and Smart City initiatives will employ public support



Estimates of how many 

devices will be connected to 

the public internet vary 

widely, with Gartner 

forecasting 21 billion devices, 

Cisco expecting 50 billion, and 

more optimistic technologists 

forecasting as many as 500 

billion devices.



For the context of this conversation, ‘Things’ can be 

defined as any device connected to the network which 

does not engage any direct interaction with a user.

This is to draw a contrast with computers in the 

traditional sense. 

Most of these devices will be sensors and relays, able to 

either poll for data, or act in response to data.

In addition, all of these devices need connectivity. 



There are a fair number of examples of ways that IoT has already arrived in the public sector

• Traffic light cameras (both for triggering and for enforcement)

• EZ-pass type remote tolling systems

• Camera based tolling

• Shot spotter

• IP cameras of any form

And other examples in the private sector that offer previews:

• Nest

• OnStar (especially in the form of automatic crash detection)

• OTR Truck drivers have constant satellite based computer connections to dispatch, including 

fault reporting and vehicle speed monitoring.



Since the iPhone came out, followed shortly by the first Android phone, 

the price of the core component in smartphones has dropped ever 

lower. System on Chip modules presently used in the highest end 

phones sell for under $100, common multicore sets for under $30, and 

this drops almost daily as new chips and processes are introduced. 

Similar price drops exist for other components, including memory, 

storage, cameras, etc. A great off the shelf market has developed for 

individual components. You can order robot parts off the internet.

The growth of the Linux kernel and related frameworks offers a 

complete license free system for developing any custom firmware one 

can imagine, and its free availability has facilitated a growing developer 

community. Libraries and languages are stabilizing.

All this frees developers spend far less time reinventing the wheel and 

more time creating new applications for hardware, while the falling 

costs of  hardware make types of systems that were once theoretical or 

prohibitively expensive. 

© Ni.com



Building managers will be able to centrally manage all functions across a local or distributed campus, 

including locking and unlocking doors, turning lights on and off, adjusting temperatures site wide, 

and monitoring the state of all of these devices.

Public safety officials will have full access to electronic resources without having to radio dispatch. 

Like wise central will have access to dash and body camera footage, live audio, and biometric 

information to make real time decisions.

Roads and public works will be able to locate or even 

predict roadway problems, such as freezing or low fog, 

and deliberately or automatically take appropriate 

actions. Logs of temperature and moisture readings will 

inform effective resource planning for the spring road 

repair season.

Fleet vehicles will report engine fault codes, send GPS 

data, and be able to respond to geofencing requests, and 

the generated information will feed ever improving 

predictive failure algorithms. (Information such as GPS 

which has been commonly available as batch data is 

becoming real-time). Image © nordicapis.com



All of these new devices need connectivity.

This takes our network hardware out of the safe confines 

of our climate controlled spaces, and into a harsh new 

world. 

People and agencies require connectivity in places we 

never even dreamed of a few years ago. However far we 

extend the network, some one will always need to extend 

it 50 more feet, to the other side of that obstruction, 

below grade, or down a hole. 

This means we can find ourselves connecting networks 

over multiple and varying links, including fiber, copper, and 

both unlicensed and licensed wireless. 

University of Notre Dame



• IoT devices are full computers.

• The sort of endpoint security management we have all struggled with expand.

• The majority of IoT devices run some variant of the Linux kernel with busybox, which is relatively 

secure by design but NOT impervious.

• Pervasive administrative connectivity means pervasive opportunities for exploit; malicious actors can 

surveil your network from a compromised IP camera.

• As always, the biggest problems are not created by unintentional vulnerabilities in the software, but 

by lax security practices by both manufacturers and deployers of new IoT hardware

• EX: The majority of IP cameras installed at this time ship with a known default username and 

password, which has not been changed.

• Recent DDoS attacks have leveraged this vulnerability to gather thousands of cameras or routers into 

botnets 

• This is only the tip of the iceberg!



• We’ve talked about devices being hijacked for use in DDoS attacks to the outside of our 

networks.

• Even more interesting is the amount of sensitive data all these sensors produce which 

could be of value to malicious actors.

• Any busybox IoT device is a full platform to scan and analyze the network area it lives in.

• New venues for data exfiltration (connect to your wired network, exfiltrate over LTE, 

revealing no persistent network connection.)

• As always, secure passwords are the first defense.

• But that’s not going to be enough.

• All of these devices will need to be centrally managed

• For regular firmware upgrades (its not really firmware anymore)

• For cycling of passwords

• Internal firewalls and IDS/IDF, general traffic monitoring, proper network separation

• Defense in depth has gotten even more important.


